Charge density determination in icosahedral AlPdMn quasicrystal using quantitative convergent beam electron diffraction.
Charge density distribution in icosahedral AlPdMn quasicrystal has been studied on a single-crystal specimen by using quantitative convergent beam electron diffraction (QCBED) technique. The QCBED systematic row method was used in the refinement of structure factors. To refine the low-order structure factors, the wave-mechanical formulation of electron diffraction dynamical theory was used in the calculation of electron diffraction intensities for the quasicrystal in fitting the experimental intensity line scan profiles. The shapes of atomic surfaces (occupation domains) were described with symmetry-adapted series of surface harmonics. An iterative procedure was used in determination of structure factors of the quasicrystal. The structure factors of nine strongest symmetry inequivalent reflections according to X-ray diffraction experiment were refined with QCBED technique. The average of refinement results for a given reflection performed on several CBED patterns, which were slightly different in orientation and sample thickness, and on different line scans, was taken as the value of structure factor for the reflection. The obtained structure factors for electrons were transformed into X-ray structure factors with Mott formula. The bonding charge density map for the quasicrystal was constructed with the obtained nine structure factors. Assuming that the atoms are spheres, the gain or loss of electrons for different atoms were calculated. It shows that identical atoms can have different valences at different kinds of positions. The bonding charge is localized along certain directions.